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About This Game

The Origin Of Dungeons

500 Years ago the demon sorceress Abys was sealed away beneath her fortress by 4 legendary heroes and a 5th forgotten one.
Over time, no longer held stable by Abys' magic, the fortress sank into the earth, becoming a haven for foul creatures, dark

magicks, and the refuse of the Over-World. The fortress, now deep beneath the earth, became known as The Catacombs, and
kids from all over found themselves drawn into its shadows - seeking riches, power, knowledge, and escape. Now, coming-of-

age ceremonies and criminal sentences alike all revolve around plumbing the depths of The Catacombs, and the legend of Abys
has been all but forgotten. Some say she yet sleeps in the dark below, the seals that keep her contained growing ever-weaker.

What Lies Beneath

Catacomb Kids is a procedurally generated platformer, with an equal emphasis on quick reactions, tactical engagement, and
strategic character growth. Wield swords, spears, axes, and daggers -- unleash powerful magicks to burn, freeze and poison foes

with -- overcome traps and beasts both deadly and unrelenting.

The game is streamlined but not "simple", featuring a system where basic elements interact to create complex outcomes and
stories. Lure monsters into combat with one another or take advantage of environmental hazards to trick your foes into their

own bloody demise. The world is your crafting space, allowing you to create new items and tools from within the game-space
itself, never needing to farm materials or navigate a menu to demonstrate your cleverness.
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catacomb kids. catacomb kids lyrics

A very fun title, very heavy on variation and experimentation. This game is an excellent example of emergent gameplay.. Fluid,
fast, a lot of mix and match playstyles. Enjoyable and surprisingly deep mechanics to explore.. It's Very Very Good.

In a Nutshell: Spelunky + Heavy Roguelike elements.
This game has depth, there are mechanics upon mechanics, and many ways to approach it.

There are 4 classes, with a lot of room for differentiation in play-style via starting conditions and build.
The Catacombs are cruel, and punish smack down hubris, the A.I is clever, and more advanced enemies will trick you.

Like, it's fun, very fun.. One of my favorite games of all time.. Hasn't been touched in a year. Completely dead and completely
disappointed that I spent money on it.
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0.0.14:
Fellow humans,

Behold, 0.0.14! Numerous changes in this one. If you missed the status update and are wondering where 0.1.0 is with The
Anticropolis and Co-op, please check out the post I made on that subject right here. Long story short; they're a-comin'! Just
need some more love and carressin', ya know?

In the meantime, peep this healthy changelog!

FixesRegeneration doesn't restore limbs if you have OverhealTeleport always takes spell charges, even when EnergizedCan't
back away from ledges while shieldingCan't descend ledges while backing up with a shieldSlow fall while casting empty
spellWrong coloration for some corpse's headsTwins flee fights (legit fixed this time)Grumbul Orb-Bearers can flee the
floorHaving Incantation and Overload causes Vampirism and Haste to rapidly cast multiple timesFrozen food doesn't thaw over
fireSpiked equipment descriptions are wrongWanderers only hate hammersGhost spawns underwater Bug drawing helms in ui
when picking them upCan't break fallen ceiling blocks in collapsing tunnels with weaponsGamepad stops working on main
menu sometimes (fixed??)Hidden spikes often appear under gas trapsGrumbul Tank sometimes gets stuck behind the intro
wallEnemies can escape through barred exitsNew StuffNew Trait: HungryNew Trait: Unstable CasterNew Trap:
████████████New shopkeeper menuNew ghost menuNew class select menuChangesImproved stats of
ClaymoresHeavy Bat input changed to sprint+attack (same as Dagger Storm)Ghost dialog box redoneShopkeeper dialog box
redoneSpinning attacks deal less damage per hitNumerous changes to Weapon Skills:Backswipe is now Flourish -- moved to tier
2 Axe PrimaryParry is a tier 4 weapon skill for Hammers and SwordsSpin Cleave removed from axesIncreased hitbox on
Downward Thrust and The DropNumerous changes to TraitsTraits no longer occupy Skill Grid spacePositive and negative traits
no longer pairedLoud is louder and increases the range of other noisesHunger no longer universal: Moved to new traitHated
weapons now behave like normal carried objectsWeapon hatred cannot be unlearnedLucky Boots no longer a starting
itemSignificantly reduced range of TeleportLeveling up INT increases efficacy of class abilities:Bully gains more Power Orbs
from tauntWanderer's Vision ability reaches furtherPoet Tomes have more chargesTeleporting into walls will now kill
youCollapsing tunnels will destroy fallen crush traps and boulders-of Removal weapons blink enemies further away, respecting
knockback directionUsing items interrupts blocking with shieldsDropping through platforms requires less horizontal pixel
precisionAdded telefraggingBegan adding Unstable spell effects:Heal, Raise Dead, Blink, Magic Blast, Teleport, Infernus,
Chain LightningBoulders and Crush Traps break spikesPotions of Extra Regeneration last longerFrozen potion shards have
grace period before becoming dangerousReduced potency of "--of Light"Added descriptions for footwearCan sell items to
shopkeepersKilling a shopkeeper will return spent moneyHumanoid AI dodges slightly less aggressivelyDecreased LUC
requirement for spiked armor to appear, and increased its frequency in generalBreak made slightly more effectiveWanderer's
"Vision" ability improvedNewest tracked object carries between levelsCan target items to be trackedPathfinder
improvedChanges to Grumbul TankNo longer jumps when player is in combat with summoned grumbuls (excepting the
rider)Tank Legs are no longer impervious to physical damageAdded more visual and audio cues for attacksRemoved time limit
from chasing escaped enemiesAdded indicator to exits when enemies escapeNext Build TO-DOLeaderboards, Co-op,
Anticropolis???. 0.1.5c:
More bug fixes, and bringing Linux+Mac versions up-to-date.

FixesCrash when wraiths have no targetPlayer is annihilated upon entering a floor in a snowdriftHumanoids trying to chase
through locked doors constantly jiggle the doorknob loudlyAI_action_backhop crashEnergy bar looks weird when you changing
to equipment with less MAGRegeneration overwrites owl wings when flyingCeiling spikes draw beneath jump-thru platforms in
the ACLava bridges are now destroyed when lava loses it heat (Reaper fight, siphon, etc)Pressing select+cancel at the same time
over a gravestone select backs to class select but still shows the custom kid dialogBacking out of kid select shows particles for
destroyed mana batteriesShopkeepers get mad at you if you're infected with any plague fliesPressing select+cancel at the same
time on the level-up screen levels the selected stat without advancing its tierFlame cone traps shoot at the wrong angleCrash
when going through the tank door in co-op. 0.1.2:
Ahh! Sorry! This build is kinda way overdue! I know the last build was pretty buggy and crashy, and this should hopefully fix a
lot of that. It's only available on Windows for the time being, with Mac and Linux following sometime this weekend, hopefully.
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There isn't too much new stuff to play around with yet, but I'm making very good progress on the upcoming Tinkerer class, as
well as implementing a currency to be spent between runs.

NewNew Reaper Spell!New Amulet!ChangesCan now aim Chain Lightning's trance downwardReaper spells are now considered
"Dark" for charge typesFully realized Amulets now have a (Realized) tagPush and Push trance now affect crush traps and falling
iciclesAmulet of [Void] no longer drains energyAbsorbing magic with the Amulet of [Void] now restores energy to the
bearerAmulet of [Void] no longer disables the Orb of LevelingAmulet of [Hunger] now has a fully realized versionEnemy
amulet abilities now tied to enemy INTEnemy amulet effects are now invisible unless you already know said amuletCan skip
logo intro on main menuBlink trance now protects from projectiles and being crushed by the Grumbul TankFixesPouncing with
Chain Lightning's trance expends all minibolts at onceCrash when trying to display context button prompts for nonexistent
objectsTomed spellbooks sometimes the visual of being used when using another objectSpellwright shopkeepers crash when
casting an aimable spellLooting menu shows stats for last selected item when selecting AmuletsSometimes the same amulet type
will appear and identify as two separate onesSometimes two different amulet types will have the same appearancePlague
poisons alliesPlagued flame bodies are excessively explosiveINT requirement for identifying amulets was wrongAnother crash
related to Reaper arena blocks spawning inGet stuck in ceiling while standing on grumbul tank with extra tough while it
jumpsThe bottom row of tiles in a level is often cut off or misgeneratedRunning Water Anticropolis transition freezes during
generationThermal indicator shows during level generationNear Future TO-DONext ClassMetacoin CurrencyFlesh out
Encyclopedia. 0.0.16 -- Co-op! Barrels! Popcorn!:
Co-op is finally here!

In Co-op, players still only share a single orb of leveling (I figure having two players alone is a pretty big advantage even without
them both being properly leveled). I may change this in the future but I wanted to see how it would feel for a first pass.

When a player dies they become a ghost, able to fly around and absorb the corpses of enemies in order to return to life. The
higher your level was when you died, the more corpses you'll need to absorb before reviving. As a ghost, you can also spend
some of your absorbed corpses to pick up and drag around items, lending a helping hand to your still-living partner.

There may need to be some performance improvements but for now it should be (fingers crossed) pretty functional!

Anticropolis still isn't quite done yet but I've finally managed to work myself out of the slump I was in, so it should be coming
along without much further delay after this.

Also in this build are barrels, which can hold items (and enemies), and pipes that you can use to send items to a later floor for
collecting.

Full changelog below:

FixesEnemies never pick up weaponsMaking undead followers pick up weapons rarely works"Loot" menu can be brought up
for gorhound corpsesUsing lanterns interrupts rollsKicking locked doors spams the failure messageOther stuff too, I'm sureNew
StuffCo-Op!New Main MenuPipes for sending items between floorsBarrelsCorn KernelsOne new meal
effectChangesSignificantly decreased steal-range of reciprocityCan force a pilfer by manually grabbing while rolling past
enemies, even if the chosen equipment slot is already takenCan plant objects in enemies' pockets with manual pilferReplaced
Heal with Air Dash for grumbul assassinsRemoved Air Dash from skeletal spearmenReduced Haste charges for Undead
WarriorsChanges to Versus Mode menuReplaced Heal and Regenerate in Versus mode with Cure and Raise DeadAdded
pathfinding to Versus Mode AIChanged how potatoes are cookedNext Build TO-DOLeaderboards, Anticropolis???. 0.1.5b:
SORRY. MY BAD. 0.1.5b should fix the "Fishahna Crash". It's only out for Windows right now, but Mac+Linux versions will
be on their way later in the week.

FixesFishanha crash when eating corpses
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